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are you tired of your webcam that keep flashing when you are using it? with the help of the program cyberlink youcam, you can turn your webcam into a motion capturing camera. now, you can upload the video
shot with your webcam to a website. if you do this regularly, you can save a lot of time. moreover, youcam can be used to capture live streaming video clips from web sites like youtube, facebook or google.

another cool and useful feature is that youcam can easily record video when you use windows live messenger. the tool cyberlink youcam is a simple, easy to use and offers a good list of video effects. it is good
for taking video snapshots. however, the software is not as effective when it comes to effect enhancing a video. the video processed is not as sharp as with other webcam softwares. that being said, it is easily
worth the price. it's very easy to use. just enter the active webcam's ip address and port number, select your desired resolution and the quality, then click capture. the tool will allow you to record up to three
minutes of video and save it on a shared directory. cyberlink youcam is a really good quality webcam software. a few of the previous versions did have a bit of problems but this latest version is really solid.

youcam v2 comes on two cds. the first one contains youcam 2.51, the driver and the installation file. the installation file contains the drivers for both the system sound card and the webcam, if both are available.
the second cd contains the list of windows all other software needed to use the program and the social plug-ins.
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